MOTORIZED ELITE INTERIOR SCREEN

Installation Instructions

Tools Needed

Prepare Back of Housing

Drill
Measuring Tape
2” Level

Hardware Provided (per shade)
Brackets (2)
Gear (1)
Gear Bolts with Lock Washers (2)
Remote (1)
Per Order Motor Clip (1)
Shade Tube (1)

After parts are removed from packaging,
temporarily remove bottom bar from tube fabric
on flat surface to make shade lighter to handle.

Install BracketsAttach, Fix, Secure

Bracket

Remove motor clip from gear
bracket prior to installing.

Hardware Needed

5/16” X 4 ½ “ Lag Screws or
Appropriate (4 per shade)

*Please mount brackets at width
ordered, measurements include
mounting bolts on hardware.

Remove bolt from cradle idler and
place white bearing on idler pin end.

Motor End Bracket

3/8” Flat Washers or
Appropriate (4 per shade)

Using appropriate lag bolts and
washers, start at one end and
attach motor end bracket to
mounting surface.
Make sure bracket is level before
securing screws.

Idler Bracket

Repeat same process on opposite
side with idler bracket.
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MOTORIZED ELITE INTERIOR SCREEN

Installation Instructions

Hang Tube With Fabric - 2 Person Job
Make sure motor wire is placed inside channel (under yellow cap).
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Remove motor clip from star bracket; set aside. Slide motor end of shade into
star bracket (#2, 3).
Slip round pin end into idler and re-install bolt to lock in place.
Reinstall motor clip onto bracket, making sure mouth snaps in place over
bracket and motor head (#4,5).
Tie motor wire into electrical source, such as junction box or plug in (#6).

2

3

Operate Shade

4

5

Adjust Motor Limits

6

NOTE: Motors come pre-programmed with short limits.

To change the lower limit, send the motor to its current lower
limit by pressing the down arrow.
Press both the up and down button at the same time until
the motor jogs.
Adjust to your desired lower limit position and press the “my”
button until the motor jogs.
Run shade up and
down a few times by
pressing the up and
down arrows on the
provided remote to
be sure there are no
adjustments needed.

This saves your lower limit. To change the upper limit, send
the motor to its current upper limit.
Press both the up and down buttons at the same time until
the motor jogs.
Adjust to your desired upper limit position and press the
“my” button until the motor jogs. This saves your upper limit.

Confirm Limits
Send the shade to both the upper and lower limits.
The shade should roll up and down and stop on its own at the programmed limit settings.

